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ABSTRACT
We present an efficient system for synthesizing textures over fluid
surfaces in a solid texturing context. The technique is simple and
intuitive for artists using modern, commercially available fluid
simulators. Instead of working with 2D surface maps like other
fluid texture synthesis approaches, we advect 3D reference space
transforms with the fluid simulation. The reference transforms are
then projected onto the final surface mesh with a radius of influence
control, and used for solid texturing lookup. Ray intersections of the
fluid surface interpolate any transforms with overlapping control
radii to determine the reference lookup of the solid texture. The
final texture exhibits excellent spatial and temporal coherence with
none of the artifacts that plagued previous map based approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Texturing of dynamically changing surfaces, like fluids, offers a
unique set of challenges to the computer graphics artist. Previously
published results in this area primarily focused on the synthesis
of maps. The simplest approaches advected texture coordinates
through the fluid field [Witting 1999] and grew more complicated
from there [Stam 1999] [Neyret 2003] [Rasmussen et al. 2003]. These
approaches all have problems with ghosting and/or smearing of the
texture. Other approaches used example based synthesis, employing
an optimization method in addition to texture advection [Bargteil
et al. 2006] [Kwatra et al. 2007]. While these methods fix ghosting
and diffusion artifacts, the final textures did not follow the overall
fluid motion the way artists may expect.

In addition to the visual issues with current approaches, the
use of texture maps can potentially constrain memory resources,
particularly in ray tracing systems. Procedural solid texturing [Ebert
et al. 2002], where the material properties of a point are computed
on the fly from a 3D coordinate, instead requires very little storage
and real world fluid surfaces are often well represented by the
types of materials procedural textures generate. While [Stam 1999]
mentioned using solid texturing with fluid simulation as future
work, we are unaware of others employing this approach.

2 OUR APPROACH
Artists today primarily utilize FLIP solvers for fluid simulation and
our texturing solution is based on that. Our approach is most similar
to Yu et al [Yu et al. 2009] where they attach texture patches to
particles in their fluid sim on the surface and rendering is done by
blending the patches together. We, however, attach 3D reference
space lookup positions to the particles in the FLIP fluid volume and
then project the reference field onto spheres on the free surface for
rendering.
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To do this, we start by adding a reference space position to each
FLIP particle in the sim. Artists are free to choose any reference
field they like, such as the initial world space position of the particle.
As FLIP particles are introduced into the sim, the reference points
on the new particles are interpolated from their neighbors. When
the final render surface is generated from the fluid, the reference
position field is then projected onto the vertices of the mesh. We
use Houdini as our solver and all these operations are available
out of the box. We add the reference world positions as particle
attributes to the FLIP particles. We set the FLIP solver to interpolate
the attribute to any new sim particles from the surrounding ones.
Then we use an attribute transfer when generating the surface
mesh to map the reference positions from the FLIP particles to the
vertices of the mesh.

Each vertex of the render mesh is also assigned a radius of in-
fluence for the reference data. This radius can be set by the artist
to anything but we found that it’s best to use the smallest radius
at each vertex such that the entire surface is covered as a whole.
A simple heuristic, for example, is to use half the longest edge
adjacent to a vertex. This minimal covering keeps the rendering
efficient since fewer procedures need to be calculated, and results
in the smoothest motion of the texture.

At render time, a ray intersection on the surface is checked
against the nearby reference points whose radii overlap the inter-
section point. This is handled efficiently by grouping the reference
spheres into a bounding volume hierarchy. The final reference point
of a hit is computed using radial basis function interpolation of the
overlapping spheres. This reference location is then used in a solid
texture supplied by an artist to compute the final material of the
surface. Functions which deform the surface can easily be applied
as well.

3 CONCLUSIONS
We found this technique gave us exactly the look our artists were
looking for and was simple to set up using existing systems. One
issue we found was that a uniform covering of the surface gave
the best results so adaptive meshing of the surface posed an issue
sometimes. Higher resolution meshes and hence higher resolution
sampling of the reference field also gave the best results. Future
improvements could include the advection of orientations [Kwatra
et al. 2007] along with the position data so a full reference transform
could be used for lookup in anisotropic procedures.
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